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1. Overview

This is a researh-oriented seminar. The goal is to look at a variety of onstrutions

from di�erent empirial domains for whih it has often been argued that some form

of syntati reanalysis should be postulated, and to investigate to what extent

these approahes an be given a prinipled implementation from a minimalist

perspetive. Phenomena that will �gure prominently in the disussion inlude

(a) grammatial-funtion hanging (dative shift, passive, appliative, anti-passive,

ausative, et.); (b) displaement (was für split, bridge verbs, extration from DP,

that-trae e�ets, et.); () the syntax of in�nitives (restruturing); (d) exeptional

ase marking (S-bar deletion); (e) tough-onstrutions.

For all these ases, it has been argued that syntati strutures an be subjet to

reanalysis, in the sense that existing strutures are deleted or modi�ed in some

way. The basi premise here is that there is evidene for two (or more) strutures

for a single sentene. In frameworks where strit struture preservation holds, like

Government-Binding Theory (Chomsky (1981)), or Priniples and Parameters

Theory (Chomsky & Lasnik (1993)), it is virtually impossible to express reanalysis.

The only options here would seem to be the postulation of a simultaneous presene

of more than one struture (see Haegeman & Riemsdijk (1986), Sadok (1991),

Pesetsky (1995)), or to somehow assign reanalysis to the lexion. The �rst option

is a drasti step that should arguably be avoided if possible for oneptual reasons.

The seond option is empirially problemati beause it annot aomodate the

hypothesis that two strutures are present with a single sentene.

TheMinimalist program (Chomsky (1995; 2001; 2008; 2013)) envisages a ore opera-

tion Merge, whih is formally a generalized transformation in the sense of Chomsky

(1975). Given Merge, struture preserveration annot hold in the strit sense for

very deep reasons: In Merge-driven syntati derivations, strutural representations
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hange all the time, by de�nition. The hypothesis that I would like to pursue in this

olloquium is that this opens up the possibility of addressing reanalysis in a similar

way, by postulating an elementary operation that is the opposite of Merge sine it

does not build struture but rather removes struture: Cut.

2. Preamble: Complementizer-Trae E�ets

A reent reanalysis approah to omplementizer-trae e�ets in English (Chomsky

(2014))

(1) Complementizer-trae e�ets (Chomsky & Lasnik (1977))

a. Who1 do you think [α that Mary likes t1 ℄ ?

b. Who1 do you think [β Mary likes t1 ℄ ?

. *Who1 do you think [α that t1 likes Mary ℄ ?

d. Who1 do you think [β t1 likes Mary ℄ ?

2.1. Predeessors

Preedessors of Chomsky's new analysis: Gazdar (1981), Grimshaw (1997). Basi

assumptions (slightly anahronisti):

• SpeT is �lled by the subjet DP in English.

• Movement from SpeT aross a omplementizer (like that) (fatally) violates a

onstraint beause of the ategory α that is present with omplementizers.

(This is the Generalized Left Branh Condition in Gazdar (1981), and a proper

government requirement in Grimshaw (1997)).

• There is less struture in ontexts without a lexial omplementizer; and ex-

tration from β is unproblemati.

• It is independently ensured that β rather than α shows up in (1-bd). In Gaz-

dar's approah, α is S and β is VP. In Grimshaw's approah, α is CP and β

is TP or VP.

• Strutural reanalysis is brought about by a designated metarule in Gazdar

(1981), and by an optimality-theoreti ompetition that ensures minimality of

strutural representations in Grimshaw (1997).

• Thus, in both these approahes, there is some kind of strutural reanalysis,

but, ruially, it is not sequential.

(2) Gazdar's approah:

a. Generalized Left Branh Condition:

*[α/β σ/β ...℄

where α and σ are any node labels, and β = DP.
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b. Subjet Termination Metarule:

[α X Σ[−C]/DP ...℄ =⇒ [α X VP[+fin] ...℄

where X ontains at least one major ategory symbol, where α is any-

thing and where Σ ranges over sentential ategories.

(3) Grimshaw's approah (based on Deprez (1991)):

a. T-Gov:

A trae is governed. (C and V an both do this.)

b. T-Lex-Gov:

A traes is lexially governed. (V an do this, C an't.)

. Op-Spe:

A wh-phrase must be in a wh-spei�er position.

Tableau 1: Objet movement

Candidates Op-Spe T-Gov T-Lex-Gov

☞ O1: who1 ... V [CP that [VP Mary likes t1 ℄℄

☞ O2: who1 ... V [VP Mary likes t1 ℄

O3: ... V [CP that [VP Mary likes who1 ℄℄ *!

O4: ... V [VP Mary likes who1 ℄ *!

Tableau 2: Subjet movement

Candidates Op-Spe T-Gov T-Lex-Gov

O1: who1 ... V [CP that [VP t1 likes Mary ℄℄ *!

☞ O2: who1 ... V [VP t1 likes Mary ℄

O3: ... V [CP that [VP who1 likes Mary ℄℄ *!

O4: ... V [VP who1 likes Mary ℄ *!

Side remark:

Why does this qualify as an optimality-theoreti analysis? No onstraints are viola-

ted by any of the optimal andidates. The answer omes from adjunt movement.

(4) Adjunt movement without omplementizer-trae e�ets:

a. When1 do you think [

CP

that they will see them t1 ℄ ?

b. When1 do you think [

IP

they will see them t1 ℄ ?

2.2. Chomsky's (2014) Approah

Bakground:

Chomsky (2013) on labelling.

(5) Assumptions about labelling:

a. When X merges with YP, X provides the label.
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Tableau 3: Adjunt movement

Candidates Op-Spe T-Gov T-Lex-Gov

☞ O1: when1 ...V [CP that [TP they will see them t1 ℄℄ * *

☞ O2: when1 ... V [TP they will see them t1 ℄ * *

O3: ... V [CP that [TP they will see them when1 ℄℄ *!

O4: ... V [TP they will see them when1 ℄ *!

b. When XP merges with YP, a label annot be provided for the new on-

stituent. However, there must be some label. Two options arise:

(i) XP moves; then YP provides the label. (Traes/opies do not

ount.)

(ii) XP and YP agree on some feature that provides the label.

(6) Extended Projetion Priniple:

a. [

T

′

T [

vP

[

DP1

John ℄ v [

VP

likes Mary ℄℄℄ (internal Merge) →

b. [ [

DP1

John ℄ [

T

′

T [

vP

t1 v [

VP

likes Mary ℄℄℄℄ (labelling) →

. [

φP

[

DP1

John ℄ [

T

′

T [

vP

t1 v [

VP

likes Mary ℄℄℄℄

(7) Complementizer-trae e�ets:

*Who1 do you think [

CP

that [

TP

t

′

1 [vP t1 likes Mary ℄℄℄ ?

Analysis in Chomsky (2013, 15):

If who1 moves from the embedded SpeT position, there is nothing left in SpeT

that agrees with T, and the projetion annot be labelled. (Impliit auxiliary

assumption: Perhaps beause of the EPP requirement of T, this XP-YP pro-

jetion annot be labelled by movement of XP.) So who1 must stay in SpeT.

But then, sine CP is a phase, subsequent movement of who1 on a later yle

will invariably violate the Phrase Impenetrability Condition (PIC, Chomsky (2001)).

Open question in Chomsky (2013):

Why is subjet movement without a omplementizer possible?

(8) Subjet movement without C:

Who1 do you think [TP t

′

1 [vP t1 likes Mary ℄℄ ?

Suggestion in Chomsky (2014):

C is eliminated in the ourse of the derivation here, after it has transferred its

features to T, inluding phase status. Therefore, the subjet wh-phrase does not

have to move to a loal SpeC position. When it eventually moves into the matrix

lause, the labelling of TP annot be undone. (Phase heads have memory.)

(9) Order of operations aording to Chomsky (2014):

a. Inheritane: C transfers its features to T.

b. Internal Merge of the subjet DP in SpeT (beause of EPP).
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. Labelling: [φP who [T ′

T ... ℄

d. C → ø

e. Transfer: (a) φP beomes a phase. (b) vP is transferred.

Hornstein's (2014) assessment:

�This story requires that that is deleted rather than not present at all. Were it

never present, C ould not transfer its features to T, and T has no features of its

own. [...℄ Thus, to make this work, we need deletion operations in the syntax. A

question that arises is how similar the operation deleting that is to more run of the

mill ellipsis operations. The latter are generally treated as simply dephonetiization

proesses. This will not su�e here. It must be that getting rid of phoneti ontent

requires that all features of C lower to T.�

Note:

Whatever the merits of this analysis, it is lear that we are dealing with a

prototypial ase of syntati reanalysis: First, C is present (and ative, and

available for syntati operations/onstraints), and then, C is gone (hene invisible

for subsequent operations/onstraints). All of this happens to one syntati

objet. This is di�erent from the Gazdar/Grimshaw approahes where the smaller

(omplementizer-less) struture is independently generated; and it is radially

di�erent from most other approahes to omplementizer-trae e�ets where the CP

struture as suh is maintained even if C is not phonologially realized.

Outlook:

Reanalysis in derivational approahes to syntax:

1. There is some derivational stage Σi where

[α ... [β ... ℄ ... ℄

2. There is some derivational stage Σj, j>i where

[α′

... [β ... ℄ ... ℄, and α′

(6=α) has the same strutural relation to β as α.

Hypothesis: α(′), β have to be extremely loal (Strit Cyliity)
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